
Cantaloupe announced its newest product Seed Pick Easy at this year's National Automatic
Merchandising Association (NAMA) show in Atlanta today. The plug-and-play solution makes
warehouse picking process more efficient and deliver time and operational cost savings to operators of
all sizes. (Photo: Business Wire)

Cantaloupe Unveils New Seed Pick Easy Solution at NAMA

May 10, 2023

Seed Pick Easy’s Plug-and-Play Solution Makes Warehouse Picking Process More Efficient

MALVERN, Pa.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 10, 2023-- Cantaloupe, Inc. (NASDAQ: CTLP), a digital payments and software services company that
provides end-to-end technology solutions to power self-service commerce, today announced its newest product, Seed Pick Easy, at this year’s
National Automatic Merchandising Association (NAMA) show in Atlanta.

This press release features multimedia. View the full release here: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230510005378/en/

“We are so excited to unveil Seed Pick
Easy at NAMA,” said Tony Danna, vice
president and general manager of Three
Square Market division of Cantaloupe, Inc.
“We’ve been developing this new system to
help make the warehouse picking process
more efficient, and the NAMA show is the
perfect place to demonstrate this new
technology for our customers, who we think
will be excited by its capabilities.”

Seed Pick Easy is a tablet-based
warehouse picking system designed to
deliver time and operational cost savings to
operators of all sizes. It’s a cloud-based
plug-and-play solution that integrates with
an operator’s vending management
software (VMS) to generate digital pick
lists, so pickers can pre-kit faster.

“We developed Seed Pick Easy to
eliminate paper pick lists, reduce human
error, and better organize warehouses,”
said Gaurav Singal, CTO of Cantaloupe,
Inc. “One of the biggest advantages of
Seed Pick Easy over competitor solutions
is that it is an entirely cloud-based
technology solution. Operators can deploy
Seed Pick Easy without disrupting their
current processes, and they can scale the
solution rapidly as their warehouse

capacity grows.”

To get started, Seed Pick Easy requires only a Wi-Fi connection and an operator’s product information to be set up in their current management
software. It currently integrates with Cantaloupe’s Seed and Cantaloupe Go (formerly Three Square Market) platforms, with plans to offer additional
integrations in the future. Operators can generate digital pick lists to send to their Seed Pick Easy tablets in the warehouse and assign pickers up to
eight orders at a time. Pickers then move from product to product, based on what’s showing on the tablet screen, rather than keeping track of printed
pick lists. All product quantity changes made on the Seed Pick Easy tablet automatically sync back into their management software so operators can
maintain accurate warehouse inventory levels.

“We designed Seed Pick Easy for customers who are looking for a cost-effective and easy-to-use warehouse picking system,” said Tony Danna. “Seed
Pick Easy can cut picking time in half compared to warehouses with no current picking solution, and we are excited about how this technology will
allow our operators to transform their warehouse picking processes and realize significant time and cost savings.”
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To learn more about Cantaloupe’s Seed Pick Easy warehouse system, visit cantaloupe.com. To see Seed Pick Easy in action at The NAMA Show

2023 in Atlanta’s Georgia World Congress Center, visit the Cantaloupe booth in Building C, Level 1 #1221, May 10th – 12th.

About Cantaloupe, Inc.

Cantaloupe, Inc. is a software and payments company that provides end-to-end technology solutions for self-service commerce. Cantaloupe is
transforming the self-service industry by offering one integrated solution for payments processing, logistics, and back-office management. The
company’s enterprise-wide platform is designed to increase consumer engagement and sales revenue through digital payments, digital advertising,
and customer loyalty programs, while providing retailers with control and visibility over their operations and inventory. As a result, customers ranging
from vending machine companies to operators of micro markets, car charging stations, laundromats, metered parking terminals, kiosks, amusements,
and more can run their businesses more proactively, predictably, and competitively. To learn more about Cantaloupe, Inc., visit cantaloupe.com,
explore the Cantaloupe Blog, listen to the podcast UR Tech Insiders, or follow via LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram or YouTube.
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